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SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OF 

INFRASTRUCTURE
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What is special about 

infrastructure?
• Affects entire society (or most influential members), 

therefore politically sensitive

• Large, lumpy investments that take time to make 

returns on, therefore, risky for investorsreturns on, therefore, risky for investors

– Will the promises that were made at time investment 

made be kept?

– Will the people who made the promises be in place 

throughout?

– Will the political pressures arising from nature of 

infrastructure services override promises?
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Private investment in infrastructure

• If credible solution for problem of “will 

promises be kept?” not provided, risk will be 

built into business plan, leading to:

– Higher costs to consumers– Higher costs to consumers

– Investments that are skewed to short term and 

quick returns
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Credible solution (1st best)

• Efficient, well-functioning administrative service

– Not dependent on politics

– Not dependent on individuals

– Rule and procedure based

• Examples

– Singapore

– Japan

– Chile
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Ideal public administration

• Insulation from day-to-day interference by politicians 

is a basic element of good public administration 

practice

• Administrative/legal accountability for Administrative/legal accountability for 

implementation

– Were the administrative actions within the law (were they 

“ultra vires?)

– Were they taken following the principles of natural justice?
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Different forms of accountability

• Legislators make laws; are politically accountable to 

people at elections

• Executive makes policy, plans, strategy; is politically 

accountable either to people directly or through accountable either to people directly or through 

legislature

• Administrative service implements laws, policies; 

accountable for staying within parameters of 

law/policy/strategy and for following principles of 

natural justice

– But insulated from day-to-day political interference
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We are far from the ideal (or seen 

as being far)

• In most developing countries, despite all good 

intentions (e.g., Art. 121 of Myanmar 

Constitution prohibiting civil service personnel 

from becoming MPs), public administration is from becoming MPs), public administration is 

not immune from political interference

• In any case, perception is what matters in 

attracting investment

– It is perceived that our Ministries/departments do 

not meet high standards of public administration
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2nd best solution

• Independent, effective regulation

– Carve out an “island” of higher-quality public 

administration for the sector to which we wish to 

attract private investmentattract private investment

– Make sure its qualities are well communicated 

(need to change perception)

– Appoint the right people so that the perception is 

continually reinforced 
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INDEPENDENCE
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Maximal definition

• An effective regulator should be independent from those it 

regulates, protected from political pressure, and given the full 

ability to regulate the market by making policy and enforcement 

decisions. The regulator should have the authority and 

jurisdiction to carry out its regulatory and enforcement functions 

effectively and unambiguously. And the regulator must be effectively and unambiguously. And the regulator must be 

adequately funded from reliable and predictable revenue 

sources.

– US Federal Communications Commission, 1999

Note:  FCC, the oldest communication regulatory agency,

does not have this level of independence!



Minimal definition

• The regulatory body is separate from, and 

not accountable to, any supplier [. . . ].  The 

decisions of and the procedures used by 

regulators shall be impartial with respect to regulators shall be impartial with respect to 

all market participants. 
– Adapted from Fourth Protocol of the GATS, Regulatory 

Reference Paper, 1997, article 5 (only international treaty 
level instrument on infrastructure regulation)



Regulator-government relations

• Insulation from day-to-day interference by politicians is 

basic element of good public administration practice

– Political accountability for policy setting

– Administrative/legal accountability for implementation

• Additional insulation for some agencies• Additional insulation for some agencies

– E.g., Attorney-general; Anti-corruption bodies

– In order to change perceptions that affect investment, 

necessary to give additional insulation to infrastructure 

regulatory agencies such as the Myanmar Telecommunications 

Commission, promised to be established by 8 October 2015



Why is present arrangement 

problematic?
• Ministry of Communication and Information 

Technology is policy maker

• It has two units under it

– Department of Communications (current regulator)– Department of Communications (current regulator)

– MPT, operator (joint venture with KDDI & Sumitomo)

• If you are another operator, in competition with MPT, 

would you think 

– MCIT policy making will be fair or biased to MPT?

– DoC regulation will be fair or biased to MPT?
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Necessary conditions

• Specified appointment procedures of decision makers

– Based on merit/expertise, not solely political loyalty

• Removal procedures of decision makers

– Hard to remove; relatively easy to appoint

– Accountability through transparency– Accountability through transparency

• Reporting relationship

– “Line” Ministry?

– Chief  executive?

– Legislature?

• Financial autonomy

– Certainty; ability to plan; invest in/obtain expertise

– Prevent use as instrument of pressure



Sufficient condition

• Legitimacy: The way to win independence

– Expertise

– Procedural legitimacy

– Communication– Communication

– Engagement with consumers


